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Building the reputation of a journal is like the chicken and egg question. To get recognition, you 
need to publish high-quality research. But to attract submissions from top researchers, your jour-

nal needs good rankings and impact factor. So how do new journals break out of this vicious cycle?
 
Although impact factor is still considered by many as the be all and end all of the quality and reputation 
of a journal, in this eBook we will explore several different aspects of journal reputation management. 
We will cover a few actionable points that can help new journals rise from the position of obscurity to 
highly respected with conscious and ethical efforts.

Introduction
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Increasing the impact factor 
of your journal

CHAPTER 1

An article published by The Guardian couple of years back called the Journal Impact Factor (JIF) a 
‘gimmick’, pointing it out as a deeply flawed measure to evaluate the scientific quality of a journal. 

While the scientific community is still divided on this debate, new journals, regardless of the stand they 
take on the matter, are compelled to play by the rules that have been laid down ages ago.

So instead of doing a deep dive into this never-ending debate, let’s discuss about the measures that can 
be taken by new journals to improve their impact factor.

Attract submissions from notable scholars

Great content leads to more readership, which leads to more citations and more submissions. But for 
journals that are just getting started and have no reputation, attracting submissions from top scholars 
might seem impossible. However, Pippa Smart of Learned Publishing shared an interesting advice on 
a webinar regarding this. Instead of going for the original research of top authors in your niche, he 
recommended to invite these authors to submit their commentaries, short pieces, and editorials to 

1.

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/dec/09/how-journals-nature-science-cell-damage-science
https://blog.scholasticahq.com/post/new-webinar-growing-your-journal-s-reputation-and-impact/
https://blog.scholasticahq.com/post/new-webinar-growing-your-journal-s-reputation-and-impact/
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2.

build the reputation of the journal.

Educate authors to improve the reach of their research

Prepare a checklist for all authors telling them how they can increase the impact of their research 
and promote it across platforms. Brief them how this can improve the citation count of their papers 
and trigger an automated email that goes out to every author the day their work is published in your 
journal. 

Getting a manuscript published is in itself a congratulatory moment for authors and without any 
clear direction, most authors tend to leave the promotion of their research up to the journal or word 
of mouth. Giving them an actionable checklist of what they should do next will spiral them into tak-
ing the steps necessary for promotion and in turn, also improve the cumulative visibility and citation 
count of your journal. 

Besides, every journal has a share policy. Reputed publishers provide authors a sharable link of their 
work to make it easier for authors to gain initial traction for their research by sharing it in their 
network via email, social media and other online platforms. This allows unlimited downloads and 
provides access to the HTML and PDF files of the research. While reputed publishers like Taylor & 
Francis and Elsevier restrict this free access to certain number of days, new journals should consider 
having a more liberal share policy or even consider making articles free or open access to improve 
discoverability. 
 

http://editorresources.taylorandfrancisgroup.com/shareyoureprints-helping-you-to-help-authors-increase-the-reach-of-their-research/
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Help authors believe that the impact factor will increase

A strong editorial board, appropriate reviewers who are eminent scholars in the field and backing 
from an established publisher play a key role in taking a new journal to heights of success. When a 
group of famous academics come together or become a part of a new journal, they bring their credi-
bility and reputation to the table. This helps authors believe that even though the journal doesn’t have 
good impact factor yet, the journal will adhere to higher publishing and editorial standards and will 
soon get there.
 
Encourage submissions with better author experience

Notable journals who take their authors for granted often lose out on a lot because of their frustrating 
submission and review processes. 

Easy submission process, complete transparency of the status of the submission at each stage of the 
review process, and upfront answers about common questions, like average time from submission to 
publication, policies regarding making the research accessible on pre-print servers are all small things 
that can make a big difference to an author’s overall experience with your journal. Invest your time 
and money to ensure a great author’s experience for your journal. 

Although understandable, it is unfortunate to see that most journals still take at least six months to 
one year from submission to publication. Offering rapid publication without compromising on jour-
nal quality can thus come as a huge plus for journals who are trying to make a mark for themselves 

3.

4.
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and become the publication of choice for authors who are short on time but still wish to go for a re-
puted journal. 

We, at Typeset.io, for example, upload publishers’ pre-set template(s) in our journal gallery of 40,000+ 
templates. This helps authors auto-format their papers with our one-click formatting to journal’s 
guidelines and directly submit the manuscript to the journal. 

This seamless submission process helps boost submissions for the journal and also helps them reduce 
time to publish. Journals receive ‘publish-ready’ papers that are completely in-line with their author 
guidelines, where every submission is accompanied with JATS XML, which automates a huge chunk 
of the production workflow and also saves more than 70% of their production costs. To learn more 
about our publisher program, you can visit this page. The point here is -- keep an eye out for techno-
logical advancements in the industry, which can easily help you gain a competitive advantage. 

Similarly, ensuring a quick feedback flow, allowing different file formats, and a pleasant and credible 
review process can all improve the author’s experience greatly and encourage more submissions. 
Here’s a great article in THE that talks about how a journal came up with a ranking system for peer 
reviewers to reduce response times.  

Find your niche

You can be the fourth best journal in a category, or you can be the best journal in a small but signif-
icant category. Which one would you choose to be? Find the gap in your industry to identify a niche 

5.

http://typeset.io/
http://get.typeset.io/for-publishers/
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/journal-rank-peer-reviewers-improve-response-times
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that has good scope but is not yet covered exclusively by any other journal. 

Gaps in Open-Access peer-reviewed sources within specific research areas are still relevant. Dignity, 
for example, is a journal started by Donna Hughes, a professor of anthropology, sociology, and wom-
en & gender studies at URI. Hughes realized the need for a specific journal that talked about sexual 
exploitation and violence in his research area and started his own journal to fulfill that gap. 
 
Build a journal for modern readers

One common mindset that still plagues the scientific publication industry is the idea to think about 
online journals like the traditional print journal production. New journals must emphasize on a mod-
ern web presence and convenient online browsing experience. Understand that researchers cannot 
flip through pages of your journal online, hence it’s time to stop organizing everything at an issue level 
with tables of contents. To improve the discovery and reach of your articles, create categories on your 
site and make sure that the articles are easily searchable.    

In a Scholastica article, Anthony Bonato, Internet Mathematics’ editor-in-chief stresses that research-
ers, in the end, care about accessing papers. Simply click and you can access the paper. That’s how it 
should be. 

It is also hard to ignore the amount of time people spend on their smartphones these days. Getting a 
responsive website design for different devices can thus improve the readability and citations of your 

6.

https://blog.scholasticahq.com/post/oa-publishing-advice/
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Questionable practices for increasing Journal Impact Factor

Is getting a high JIF at all costs worth it? The prospect of it might seem tempting but editorial board of 
the journal must uphold the integrity of science and not succumb to gaming the system. 

Encouraging self-citations through authors, deliberately accepting certain paper types that attract more 
citations (like review articles or method papers), collaborating with editors from related journals to en-
courage citations of each other’s journals are all unethical practices that often increase JIF. But journals 
that hold no bar in following such practices are the ones that often get banned as well.   
    
Although Impact Factor is one of the primary parameters for authors in choosing the right journal, as 
scientists gain more experience and maturity, consistency in individual output and citation counts be-
come more important. This is mainly because young researchers do not have enough publications under 
their name at the initial stage of their careers, so the citation count is also pretty less. JIF in that case 
becomes a good proxy for their scientific excellence. But over time, m-index or h-index become better 
indicators of scientific excellence for mature scientists. Hence journals that focus solely on increasing JIF 
are short sighted and are setting themselves up for failure.

journal to a great extent. An overall modern presence all lends some credibility to your journal and can 
improve paper submissions.

http://blogs.nature.com/news/2013/06/new-record-66-journals-banned-for-boosting-impact-factor-with-self-citations.html
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CHAPTER 2

How to improve the visibility of 
your journal

Attracting high quality submissions is not easy when you are a new journal. But let’s say that you have 
an impressive editorial board, which makes things a tad bit easier. Still publishing high quality ar-

ticles can only take you so far. If researchers or librarians in the industry are unable to find your articles, 
even remarkable articles will not be able to create an impact. 

Getting initial traction for a journal is hard work that requires you to take conscious steps to improve 
the visibility of your journal. Here are a few things you can do:

1. Index your journals in all premium databases of your field

This is a basic survival tactic for every journal to improve its discovery and readability by a relevant set 
of researchers. Reputed databases are often affiliated with institutions or big publishers, like PubMed 
from United States National Library of Medicine, SCOPUS by Elsevier, DOAJ (Directory of Open Access 
Journals) and others.  
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When narrowing down on your indexing database, it is important to note how your journal will be ac-
cessible to the users. While some databases index by references and/or abstract, there are others that 
index complete articles and even provide citations as well. Few databases even take additional steps to 
improve the discovery of articles on their databases. They hire professional indexers who scan complete 
manuscripts and index relevant keywords.
    
Scope of the journal, quality of articles published, journal workflow, processes, and publishing timelines 
are all important criteria on the basis of which your application is evaluated by indexing databases. When 
submitting a formal application, journals are typically requested to also submit relevant documents as 
supporting evidence for the criteria mentioned above. If the journal successfully fulfills this criteria, it 
gets indexed by the database. Databases often have their own unique set of procedures, so information 
on how you can formally apply to be indexed is easily available on their official websites. 

To improve your chances of acceptance, it is recommended that your journal meets the basic publication 
standards of your research field, in terms of author experience, peer review process, etc. Submitting your 
application to an indexing database is like making a case for why your journals deserves to be indexed. 
Take care of the basics and you should be fine.

2. Win with search engines

In the day and age of the Internet, the impact of a research depends a great deal on its discoverability 
with the search engines. Over 50% of the traffic to Wiley’s website comes from Google, Google Scholar, 
and other search engines, according to their official website. 
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The best part is -- any journal, regardless of their size can do this. If you have limited resources, you do 
not have to take it upon yourself to optimise each article. Educate your authors on the importance of 
optimising for search engines and how they can accomplish this to improve the impact of their work. 
Make it easier for them to optimize their articles. Here’s an interesting infographic shared by Elsevier 
regarding this:
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It’s a common best practice, for example, to include the primary keyword(s) of the article to be included 
in the title and subtitles, keywords section, abstract, metadata, image and video descriptions. Elsevier 
shares many other such recommendations on its blog to educate authors on optimizing their article for 
search engines. You can read more about it in this article.

https://authorservices.wiley.com/author-resources/Journal-Authors/Prepare/writing-for-seo.html
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